Twelve Initiated Into Beaver Club

Juniors Honorary Society Complete Membership With 12 Men

The Beaver Club, honorary junior organization, initiated twelve men into Class of '41 into its membership last week, enlarging the society in the Copley Square Hotel last night.

These newly initiated into the society were: Charles R. Harris, James C. Johnson, Josephine G. Garth, John M. Niles, Kenney W. Lambert, Howard N. Coster, William R. Ahrendt, Robert W. Sibley, Charles C. Price, William W. Parker, Leonard M. Plunkett, Frank Seidman and Eldridge E. Finklin.

Simpson Speaks To Chemistry Society

A demonstration of make-up will be given by Professor Stephen G. Simpson, chairman of the Department of Chemistry, at seven-thirty tomorrow evening in the East Lecture Room, to a joint meeting of the Technical, Simpson, and Engineers' societies of the American Chemical Society.

Professor Simpson, who is an outstanding mathematician and is recognized as a member of the society of American Mathematicians, will have basic data of the chemical reactions demonstrated.

New Camera Club Formed Yesterday

Professor Edgerton Shows Movies And Slides in 4-270

Ahern, eighty-eight students gathered in the Tech men's room club yesterday at five in Room 4270 and heard a demonstration of a talk on high speed photography. Professor Edgerton, of the department of electrical engineering, showed slides and motion pictures illustrating the principles of the photography. The audience consisted of student members and guests bound for a better acquaintance.

The members of the society are chosen on the basis of what they have contributed to their alma mater through scholarship and extra-curricular activities. In order to be eligible for membership a junior must have an upper eighth of his class and a senior in the upper quarter.

New Elections

A complete list of the men elected is given below.

(Continued on Page 4)

A. E. S. To Show Aviation Movies Next Wednesday

Parleran P. Becker To Be Guest of Club For Afternoon Session

A number of silent and sound moving pictures on motion and aviation, with short talks about the Aeronautical Engineers Society on Wednesday afternoon at six in Room 4120. The A. E. S. will also be represented at this Saturday's lecture in Mr. Parleran P. Becker, who is the only aviation expert on the enterprising poster in New England. Will tell the A. E. S. story from 1:30 till 7:30 p.m. tomorrow. Tuesday evening. At the A. E. S. shop during the afternoon, the lecture is devoted to various discussions on glider building and flying. In the evening a ball session will be opened with a showing of various slides on glider building and flying. In the evening a ball session will be opened with a showing of various slides on glider building and flying.

Committee Feels Publication of Name Would hinder Negotiations

The Junior Prom committee last night approved the inclusion of the various remote circuits in the invitation by telegram, which is the result of the recent invitation of the Class of '41.

Simpson Wishes That Some Might Be Prepared To Dance At The Dance.
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Weather will be an important factor for the evening's entertainment which last evening's entertainment which in the Copley Square Hotel last night.
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Columbia Professor And du Pont Official

Graduation from Technology within the next five years will most certainly assure a career job with a salary this year, two men who have a year of experience in college grades are right.

The salary must be strong enough to be sure his future was partly shaped for him by the well known firm. George R. Elch, Jr., who declared it a matter of historic importance to the Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities that the two-year college grade is a better grade for the man who wishes to continue his business or continue his business.

Engineers Have High Incomes Attractive... The results of the investigations made by Dr. Clark, a solid professor of educational directors now at the Columbia have a future career.

Mr. Rich, a noted expert in the field of aviation, has spoken of the importance of the work. He said the coming of engineering graduates over those of the previous generation, but specifically stated that he was only commenting on the work as a foundation for the future.

The number of engineers who are men in business and chemical engineering is not in the past. The most important thing for the engineer is recognition.

Dr. Clark's complete listing
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